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COMPROMISE AMENDMENTS

COMPROMISE 1

Covering AM 17, JURI 2, PETI 1 and EMPL 3

Congratulates the European Commission on this significant initiative in response 
to the difficulties and concerns faced by citizens and businesses in exercising those 
rights conferred on them by the European Union; considers, however, that the 
working paper could go further in depth;

COMPROMISE 2

Covering AMs 18 and 19

Calls on the Commission to present concrete actions and feasible proposals to 
resolve these 20 main concerns of the citizens;

COMPROMISE 3

Covering AMs 20 and 21

Recognises that increased mobility of qualified labour can contribute to making 
Europe more competitive, and to this end it is necessary to adopt a modern framework 
for recognising professional qualifications linked to the Single Market Information
System alert mechanism;

COMPROMISE 4

Covering AMs 26 and 27

Calls on the European Commission to encourage SMEs to recruit young people and
to strengthen mobility programmes that encourage them to enhance their skills, 
thereby becoming more employable and able to enter the labour market;

COMPROMISE 5

Covering AMs 30, 31, 32, ITRE 28, ITRE 29, JURI 10, JURI 11 and ECON 19



Stresses the role of the internet in business efficiency and the rapidly increasing role 
of e-commerce in creating new markets, growth and opportunities for businesses; 
stresses the need for an ADR and ODR systems fully operational, reinforcing the 
confidence of consumers and businesses in the digital market; calls for a 
simplification of licensing systems, the creation of an efficient framework for 
copyright and the prevention of product and brand piracy;

COMPROMISE 6

Covering AMs 36 and 37

Reaffirms the need to strengthen cooperation and interaction between Parliament, the 
Council, the Commission and the Member States so that citizens feel more included 
in the main projects and day-to-day activities of the EU and so that EU action, if 
deemed necessary, is targeted and useful; stresses that the dialogue with civil 
society is essential to restore confidence in the single market;

COMPROMISE 7

Covering AMs 42, 43 and 47

Notes the importance of SMEs to the European economy and calls on the European 
Commission, together with the Member States, to improve the SME test to ensure it 
is applied consistently and coherently across all relevant policy areas and is 
incorporated into the overall assessment of a proposal, so as to reduce the basic 
obstacles, bureaucracy and administrative overheads that impede the development of 
SMEs contributing to a more favourable business environment that promotes 
entrepreneurship, innovation, investment, growth and job creation; calls on the
Commission for a review of all directives and regulations which impact negatively
on SMEs and to submit a report with recommendations by June 2013;

COMPROMISE 8

Covering AMs 51 and 52

Emphasises that there is a lack of information about the single market, which often 
means that citizens and enterprises do not know or do not understand their rights and
obligations, and do not know how to obtain the required answers or assistance;
emphasises the need to design information that take the specific characteristics of 
vulnerable consumer groups into account;

COMPROMISE 9



Covering AMs 54, 55, 56, 57 and 58

Calls on the European Commission to make use of all technological resources 
available to launch a dialogue with citizens on the single market, by making 
interactive information campaigns, prioritising the 20 main concerns,  informing 
citizens and enterprises of the benefits of the single market, practical and concrete
solutions to their day to day problems, and their rights, encouraging them to
participate in creating a competitive, fair and balanced market and give a special 
attention to strengthening the points of single contact (PSC);

COMPROMISE 10

Covering AMs 59 and 61

Stresses the importance of involving local and regional authorities and organisations, 
jointly with civil society, in information campaigns, with particular attention given to 
information campaigns in schools and universities in order to involve and prepare the 
next generation for a more active European citizenship;

COMPROMISE 11

Covering AMs 62 and ITRE 12-19

Calls on the Commission, together with Member States, to develop a digital single 
market that is worthy of the name, competitive and will serve European consumers 
and businesses, in particular SMEs;

COMPROMISE 12

Covering AMs 60, 72 and 73

Calls on the Commission, together with the Member States, regional and local 
authorities, and civil society representatives, to launch regular European information 
campaigns in national, regional and local media, and interactive campaigns, 
strengthening the dialogue with citizens of the benefits of the single market, their 
rights and responsibilities, and where to obtain information or assistance to resolve  
problems; calls on the European Commission to monitor and control the
effectiveness and success of these information campaigns;

COMPROMISE 13



Covering AM 45

Calls on the Commission to ensure existing tools, such as SOLVIT, the Internal 
Market Scoreboard, Internal Market Information System, Your Europe Advice and 
Your Europe connect effectively to make it possible to monitor the proper and timely 
transposition of European directives;

COMPROMISE 14

Covering AMs 41 and 80

Calls on the Commission to reformulate the Internal Market Information System 
(IMI), widening the scope and improving the operability of administrative 
cooperation, and to rethink the SOLVIT programme to give it a new framework and 
adequate resources, particularly as regards human resources to ensure that all 
centres have experienced and sufficient staff to enable them to deal with queries 
submitted to them in a fully satisfactory manner;

COMPROMISE 15
Covering AMs 9, 10 and ITRE 8

Whereas 62 % of European consumers would like to change energy supplier to switch 
to a cheaper tariff but their freedom of choice is limited by the lack of clear and 
comparable information and the obstacles to ending their existing energy supply 
contracts; whereas this change would represent a saving of EUR 100 per customer, 
or EUR 13 million across Europe;


